
Out of 64 responses:

Number (if applicable) Not Applicable Not Known No / None Outcomes include

Tell us in tonnes the reduction in carbon emissions for this 
contract. This could be the result of a reduction in 
freight/journeys or using green methods of transport.

3 (contracts delivering outcomes) 60 1 0

1. All company cars are electric, with plans to move all vans to electric in future. The nature of the distribution is to deliver to each household, so 
the bulk of the distribution is done by staff and contract workers who operate on foot  

2. Deliveries reduced to 1 day pw from 2, but don't know how this translates to tonnes of carbon emission reduction

3. Suppliers electricity consumption reduced by 8% in 2019 versus 2018 and is 6% lower than it was in 2017. In October 2019 we started a three 
year contract to purchase 100% of electricity from renewable sources. On a market-based method this reduced our greenhouse gas emissions 
from electricity purchased by 36% compared to 2018. 

Tell us what energy has been saved (in KWh) for this 
contract. This could be the result of comparing  
product/service A to B, utilising green energy initiatives etc.

1 (contract delivering outcomes) 61 2 0
1. Suppliers greenhouse gas emissions associated with the activities under direct management control (Scope 1 and 2 emissions) fell by 16% in 
absolute terms and by 19% on a normalised basis (per million printed pages). Greenhouse gas emissions from Scope 3 have increased by 4% in 
absolute terms.

Tell us the % reduction in water consumption for the 
contract. This could be the result of water saving measures 
or utilising green initiatives etc.

1 (contract delivering outcomes) 62 1 0 1. Supplier continues their programme to review water efficiency across the property portfolio where possible. In 2019 water consumption 
reduced by 15% versus 2018.

Tell us the % of material that is being recycled as part of the 
contract. E.g. this could be plastic or cardboard from 
packaging or materials from a construction site.

8 (contracts delivering outcomes) 55 1 0

1. x2 contracts recycling 100% material 

2. x3 contracts recycling <50% material

3. x2 contracts recycling <5% material

4. x1 contract commented that equipment used by the service will be recycled and reused wherever possible, reducing waste and diverting from 
landfill and incineration as far as practically possible. KPI’s are monitored as part of quarterly performance reporting for this contract: B) Special 
equipment that is reconditioned and returned to catalogue - 85% C) Standard equipment that is reconditioned and returned to catalogue - 60%

Regarding the question above, tell us what materials are 
being recycled or sent for recycling. 8 (contracts delivering outcomes) 55 1 0

1. x2 contracts recycling 100% material:
- Paper taken away by vendor to recycle
- Newsprint paper, and metal plates for print machine

2. x3 contracts recycling >50% material:
- Packaging and reuse of broom handles - broom heads recycled 
- Community equipment
- Waste Food, Compostable Packaging, Waste Oil and Cardboard

3. x2 contracts recycling >5% material:
- Packaging & Luminaires
- Containers / packaging 

4. x1 contract commented that equipment used by the service will be recycled and reused wherever possible, reducing waste and 
diverting from landfill and incineration as far as practically possible. KPI’s are monitored as part of quarterly performance reporting for 
this contract: B) Special equipment that is reconditioned and returned to catalogue - 85% C) Standard equipment that is reconditioned 
and returned to catalogue - 60%: 
- Telecare Devices

Tell us the % of recycled material being used under the 
contract. E.g. this could be paper made from recycled 
material or recycled tyres used as a gravel substitute.

3 (contracts delivering outcomes) 59 2 0

1. 85% special devices and 60% standard catalogue devices

2. All paper used on the printers is either recycled or FSC

3. The Hackney Life / News titles are printed on Palm (UK sourced) Standard 42.5gsm newsprint which is 100% recycled paper.

Regarding the question above, tell us what recycled 
materials are being used 3 (contracts delivering outcomes) 59 2 0

1. 85% special devices and 60% standard catalogue devices 

2. Newsprint paper, and metal plates for print machine

3. Paper
Tell us the BREEAM standard achieved for the development 
(Construction only). 0 63 1 0

Tell us the % of FSC timber used in a given product. 2 (contracts delivering outcomes) 61 1 0

1. 100%

2. The Hackney Life / News titles are printed on Palm (UK sourced) Standard 42.5gsm newsprint which is 100% recycled paper. Recycled fibre, 
or "virgin" wood fibre comes from well-managed forests. 

Tell us the number of local people* offered training 
opportunities in relation to the contract. *Local people are 
those who live or study in Hackney.

95 (local people offered) 25 24 9 (contracts not 
offering) 1. x1 contract cited 0.25% of all placements are local training opportunities.

Tell us the number of local people* offered apprenticeships 
in relation to the contract. *Local people are those who live 
or study in Hackney.

12 51 2 2 1. x1 contract cited 0.45% of all placements are local apprenticeships.

Tell us the number of local people* employed on the 
contract. *Local people are those who live or study in 
Hackney. 

45 40 2 2

Do you collect data for equalities groups employed on the 
contact, as apprentices or those offered training on the 
contract?

2 5 25 32

Is the prime contractor BAME owned? 0 0 21 43
Is the prime contractor a Social Enterprise? 5 0 22 37
Is the prime contractor from the Voluntary Community 
Sector? 8 0 19 37

Is the prime contractor local* to Hackney? *Where the 
supplier is based in Hackney or established and has 
substantive business operations.

19 0 21 24

Are local subcontractors* used on the contract? *Where the 
supplier is based in Hackney or established and has 
substantive business operations. 

9 0 3 52 1. x1 contract cited a £2mil spend with local subcontractors.

Does the prime contractor pay the London Living Wage? 57 0 3 4
Is the prime contractor a Micro business (1-9 Full Time 
Equivalent employees)? 11 1 19 33

Is the prime contractor a Small/Medium Enterprise (10-250 
Full Time Equivalent employees)? 24 1 20 19

Tell us about the Modern Slavery initiatives used to manage 
the contract's supply chain risks. Select all initiatives that 
apply.

31 (contracts undertaking 1 or more initiative noted in the outcomes) 1 31 1

1. Training (via supplier or LB Hackney): 19 contracts

2. Contract Management: 20 contracts

3: Risk Analysis: 14 contracts

4: MS Statement: 9 contracts

5. Supply Chain Mapping: 2 contracts


